Association of defense of father Marie Dominique PHILIPPE
La Gelinotte – 1, rue d’Aulnois 55170 Juvigny-en-Perthois
defenseperemdPHILIPPE@yahoo.com
“To implement everything in order to defend the honor, the memory, the thought, the intellectual, spiritual and human inheritance
of father Marie-Dominique PHILIPPE (1912-2006), as regards his person as well as his spiritual commitments.”

Note of information n°2
Paris, November 21th, 2015

The libel suit of May 13, 2013 against father Marie-Dominique PHILIPPE spread through press in less
than a month in Europe, Africa, North America and Latin America through more than 20 media that
have at least a national audience on the web.
For example :
•

In France: La Croix, La Vie, KTO, Radio Notre Dame, Le Figaro, Le Monde, Famille
chrétienne, AFCP

•

Abroad: Vatican Radio (VA), WIARA (PL), PCH24 (PL), Catholic Herald (UK), The Tablet
(UK), Katholiek Newsblad (NL), Gloria TV (D), Katholic Net (OST ) KIID (CH), La Suisse
Romain(CH) Catholic Culture (USA), ACI Prensa (Latin America), ASI DICE Biblia(Latin
America). The libel spread in Africa by KTO.

The inquiry conducted by friends of father Marie-Dominique PHILIPPE has made significant progress
since the filing of a canonical criminal complaint by the PHILIPPE family. Its findings confirmed the
assumptions of the PHILIPPE family Petition as presented to the Holy Father in spring 2014, that is
the relationship between the accusers and previous critics of father Marie-Dominique PHILIPPE,
errors propagated by recent critics and the absurdity of the accusations. The findings of this inquiry are
now put forth in a series of analyses.
An initial analysis (7 pages) refutes the errors propagated by critics of father Marie-Dominique
PHILIPPE and his teaching, and describes the mechanisms underlying their accusations. A second
analysis (4 pages) investigates the reality of the charges as they were formulated by the accusers in
the investigation conducted by the friends father Phillipe, and develops the lessons to be learned in
order to refute the charges in an objective and constructive manner.
On this subject, many indications show that the "convergence" mentioned on May 13, 2013, seem
rather to reveal a collusion between at least 3 of the 4 accusers who committed libel. Even a quick
investigation would have revealed this collusion (see Information Note No. 1- canon 1389 about the
absence of an investigation).
For several months, these analyses have been closely examined and accordingly, amended by many
friends, oblates, and by the brothers and sisters of the Communauté St Jean. They are now available
in French and will be translated in 2016 in response to the many friends of father Marie-Dominique
PHILIPPE worldwide, who seek the truth.
It is indeed important to note that even if the libel spread in less than a month to 20 countries, the site
working for the rehabilitation of the father is viewed today more than 90 countries
(https://chercheurdeverite.wordpress.com/category/pays-de-consultation/).
Finally, we thank you for continuing to inform the association of existing slander found on the internet
or in the press, along with the names of their authors. These articles are very useful to make progress
in the rehabilitation of father Marie-Dominique PHILIPPE.

This note of information can be broadcast to your friends. Thank you to favor a communication from
person to person, in order to make it known. This case has already suffered too much of anonymous
rumors.
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